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Convert scanned PDF files to XLS. PDF to XLS/XLSX Converter app can help you extract PDF tables and turn scanned files into editable spreadsheets.
Convert PDF files to XLS without restrictions. You can convert as many files as you like, free of charge.

How to convert PDF to XLS ? 
1. Just install and open PDF to XLS Converter app then select your PDF file want to convert from PDF to XLSX .
If the file is a scan, OCR will activate automatically. 
2. Wait for pdf to xls converter to reconstruct the file to XLS/XLSX format. 

Our free PDF to XLS converter will convert your file to the spreadsheet format.
Our PDF to XLS converter is the best solution for converting PDFs to editable XLS spreadsheets with tables and formulas.
Convert PDF to XLSX absolutely for free.

PDF to spreadsheet converter easily converts PDF documents to editable XLSX files for free. Table formatting is also preserved to minimize reformatting time.
Updated on
Sep 19, 2023
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]This app may share these data types with third partiesLocation, App activity and 2 others
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June 28, 2022
I've been trying a few converters on PC, including Adobe Professional, but they all were inaccurate to different degrees. I guess different tables and merged cells get approached differently, but this app worked almost perfectly with my format and didn't produce random errors and didn't erroneously merge cells it shouldn't, so I didn't have to clean up a lot later (save for some headers, but this is trivial). Saved me a lot of time. Biggest critique is it misses all the minus signs in my data.
18 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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March 25, 2021
This app works. I have a bunch of monthly statements from brokerage in PDF form that just do not easily copy into table form. It's a pain to put them on Google Drive, download to my phone, run this app, watch the mandatory ad, and then upload the excel files back to Drive, but it's still easier than inputting all the numbers. Thank you so much! I'd pay for a version on my Mac.
54 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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February 20, 2022
I like this app but I had just one problem. It might have been the document. It ran for a hour and no output. I uninstalled and reinstalled the app and still it just kept saying converting but nothing. I tried another document and it worked. When I first used this app I had no problems. Seems to be working just fine
29 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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